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Ann is named for the novelist Ann Quin. The more I read Quin’s
work the more I become aware of some sort of connection
between her writing and what I hope to achieve in my music,
to the extent that I am sometimes convinced of a mysterious,
impossible and deeply personal relationship.  
The core of this connection is veiled, ineffable. It is perhaps
best suggested by a few structural observations: 

– forms that echo experience (reality?)
– description/suggestion/reflection of colour, movement, 
sound

– the haunting presence of intersecting voices
– a veil of grey momentarily opening to reveal submerged, 
iridescent colour, colour which, on closer inspection, was 
always contained in the grey

I hope to achieve something fluid; something in perpetual
flux yet with an underlying rhythm; something with a feeling
of uncanny repetition; something somehow cyclical rather
than linear. 

Hours become hands. Impressions stain. Spread.
Recollections.
Angels caught in a mirror. Spaces between clouds 
tide-marks. Never rubbed out.

Ann Quin: THREE

This is a work in progress, and while some aspects must
remain constant, details are open to the possibility of 
change ...
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